Focus Your Passion at the School of Art
HPA | Photography, Video, Imaging

The School of Art encourages students to explore their passions and develop their creative potential in a supportive and collaborative environment. We offer a broad range of programs that prepare students for careers in the arts and related fields, including traditional and digital photography, video production, and interactive media. Our faculty are accomplished professionals who are dedicated to helping students achieve their goals. We offer a combination of coursework, studio space, and opportunities to work with visiting artists and scholars. Our graduates are sought after by leading galleries, museums, and other organizations around the world. We invite you to explore our programs and learn more about what we have to offer.

Recent Visiting Artists & Scholars
Chen • Clifton Meador
McCloskey • Dick Hebdige • Franco Mondini-Ruiz • Anne Wilson • Bill Anthes • Lilla LoCurto and Bill Outcault • Weems • Luis Gispert • Michael Ray Charles • Howard Fox • Mary Jane Jacob • Daniel J. Martinez • Barbara Tran • Okwui Enwezor • Lin + Lam • Jaimey Hamilton • Bruce Yonemoto • Liz Cohen • Dipti Desai • Jason • Ursula von Rydingsvard • Jean Shin • Amelia Jones • John Tagg • Kevin Tavin • Kay Lawrence • Tam Van Peljhan • Josiah McElheny • Matthew Coolidge • Helen & Newton Harrison • Lucy Lippard • Ken Gonzales-Day Erika Doss • Lucy Raven • Susan Meiselas • Andrea Zittel • Beatriz Colomina • Charles Garoian • Marko Raul Cabra • Ila Sheren • Dinh Q. Lê • John Divola • Kimsooja • Xaviera Simmons • Marcos Ramirez ERRE • Stephen Carpenter II • Basma Alsharif • Lisa Sanditz • Ricardo Dominguez • Dylan Miner • Srimoyee Mitra • Wendy Red Star • Rebeca Méndez • Cassils • Cesar Cornejo • Andres L. Hernandez • Torkwase Dyson •

Partnerships
The School of Art partners with a wide range of organizations to provide students with opportunities to work with artists, curators, and scholars. These partnerships include collaborations with galleries, museums, and other cultural institutions. Students have the opportunity to participate in internships, exhibitions, and other projects that help them develop their skills and build their careers. Our partnerships also provide students with access to a diverse set of resources, including technical support, facilities, and equipment.

Facilities
The School of Art offers state-of-the-art facilities for Photography, Video, and Imaging. Our Digital Print Studio is equipped with high-quality digital printers, scanners, and other equipment that allow students to produce professional-quality prints. The Digital & Analog Imaging lab is designed for producing high-quality large-format prints and offers a range of equipment for producing art objects and scholarly publications. The Sculpture Facilities offer a range of tools and equipment for creating sculptures, and the Visual Arts Graduate Research Laboratory is a 25,000 square foot site for presenting exhibitions and performances. The Digital & Analog Imaging lab is equipped with state-of-the-art equipment for producing digital prints, and the Sculpture Facilities offer a range of tools and equipment for creating sculptures.

Join Our Mailing List
Join our mailing list to receive more targeted notifications. Our “Friends of the Arts” contact list receives the broadest information. We encourage you to sign up for other Tucson, AZ 85721-0002
J. Gross Gallery Rm 101D
N. Olive Rd.